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Abstract—We discuss a general architectural approach to 

knowledge and information management and delivery in 
distributed systems.  Our approach is based on the recognition 
that time-stamped, streaming information message units form 
the core of seemingly disparate systems that range from online 
sensors and scientific instruments to Web information retrieval.  
Globally distributable Grid services manage these information 
streams.  Geographical Information System services provide 
exemplary realizations of this picture and may be used as a 
model for other scientific domains.  With this unified 
architecture in place, we may begin to consider the problems of 
information integration as equivalent to sensor federation.  
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I. SENSOR STREAMS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT  
Automated knowledge and information management in 

networked systems has a wide range of applications.  As we 
present in this paper, all these sources of information can be 
thought of as the equivalent of online sensor instruments 
generating time-stamped information.  In this view, the 
generalized architecture for text based information retrieval 
and data streams that are produced by scientific instruments 
are fundamentally equivalent. 

Before proceeding, we first clarify the definition of the term 
“sensor”.  In the normal scientific sense, a sensor is a device 
that automatically records information about its environment.  
For example, earth-bound Global Positioning System (GPS) 
sensors (“receivers”) regularly record their current positions, 
as measured using accurate timing and positioning 
information from orbiting satellite arrays.  At some fixed 
interval (say, once or twice per second), a GPS sensor will 
record its current position.   

The so-called “data deluge” [1] results from the large 
numbers of sensor devices that are now Web enabled.  High 
Energy Physics is an important example of massive 
experiments involving petabytes of data and thousands of 
scientists across the world [2].  The Large Hadron Collider is 
(in terms of our discussion) a very large sensor. 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) satellites 
are another example of a very high end scientific instruments 
potentially contributing to data deluge.  Space-based InSAR 
instruments can be used to measure small scale deformations 
in the earth’s surface over wide areas.   This may be used to 
measure both pre-seismic and post-seismic motion near 
earthquake faults, which are undetectable by seismometers 
and may even be previously unknown. Proposed satellite 
missions may generate as much as 200 GB of data per day.  
Many more examples of the data deluge can be found in the 
literature on Grid computing [3][4].  However, to truly 
understand the data deluge, one needs to realize that much 
simpler, much less expensive sensor instruments are now also 
commonly network-enabled [5].  Similarly, audio-video 
collaboration systems (or simply web cameras) are excellent 
sources of real-time data streams [6].   

Regardless of the sophistication of the sensor or instrument, 
we can identify some universal properties: 

1. The sensor must be described with metadata: the type 
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of sensor it is, the type of data it generates, the 
frequency of the generated data, the location of the 
sensor, and so on; 

2. The sensor’s data must be time-stamped as it is 
published; 

3. The data records may be archived permanently, 
available as they are published (i.e., real-time), or both; 
and 

4. The data goes through several additional filtering 
operations that transform and analyze it.   

This last point will be stressed in this paper.  Filters 
obviously play an important role in transforming the original 
raw data of the sensor.  Usually these filters are external to the 
sensor and also on the network, and so they may be thought of 
as sensors themselves.  Filters are typically grouped into 
chains of dependent operations that produce specialized data 
products through a process commonly called “workflow”. 

Basic filter applications typically include simple 
transformation operations (which change the data formats) 
and predictable data extraction operations (which extract out 
known parts of the data stream).  Data format converters may 
be relatively simple in the case of simple GPS-like data 
(which consists of only a few numbers), or they may be more 
computationally complex as in the case of codec converters in 
video streams [6].   

Simple filters are characterized by the certainty of their 
output: the transformation should always take place in a 
predictable way, and the output rate is directly related to the 
input rate.  More sophisticated filters interpret the data in 
some fashion and so will not necessarily possess the simple 
filter characteristics.  These sophisticated filters include 
scientific applications that attempt to make forecasts based on 
the incoming data, image processors that can detect interesting 
events in monitoring cameras (such as the appearance of a 
person in a security camera), data mining and other adaptive 
applications, statistical analysis tools, and so on. Data mining 
on real-time data streams to detect interesting features is an 
area of important current research.  We will discuss this in 
more detail in below for GPS sensors.  For related approaches 
to weather forecasting and geospatial image processing, see 
Refs. [7]  and [8], respectively.   

It is important to realize that the sensor concept should also 
be applied to Web accessible information.  Many approaches 
such as RDF [9] and OWL [10] have attempted to define 
ontological information (or, metadata) models for the Internet.  
Internet search techniques such as PageRank™ [11] have 
actually shown significantly more success in terms of scaling 
and (effectively) inferred metadata determination through text 
processing.  In any case, the goal of these information system 
approaches is to help identify information of interest.    

The sensor approach to Web information processing 
provides a higher level abstraction over Semantic Web and 
PageRank™ schemes.  Here a sensor may be a particular 
collection of important Internet Web sites or the entire 
Internet itself: Google is (in our terms) a sensor.  Information 
is may be passed through a series of filters (which themselves 

become sensors), transforming the information at each step.  
These filters may, for example, use Google services as their 
initial data source but may pass harvested information 
through, for example, RDF and OWL filters and perform 
higher level inference operations to refine the data.  The tools 
based on Semantic Web representations thus become sensor 
filters. 

The sensor filter approach provides an important additional 
capability over standard Internet search techniques: instead of 
relying on users to pull information that they want, the sensor 
filter approach pushes information to the user, delivering 
information that he or she may find interesting without the 
user directly making the request.   When this is combined with 
topic-based publish/subscribe systems, we may create very 
focused, context-based information push that is tailored to 
specific end users. 

Interestingly, the technique for publishing time-stamped 
information on the Internet has been around for several years 
but has taken some time to catch on. RSS feeds [12] and their 
cousins are now ubiquitous and form the basis of so-called 
“mash-up” Web pages that aggregate content from many 
different sources.  As we will discuss below, RSS-like feeds 
are also quite amenable to expressing scientific sensor 
information.   

II. SENSORS AND GRID COMPUTING 
We now turn to the subject of Grid computing and its 

relationship to sensors and filters.  The key concept in Grids 
(messaging using SOAP) is directly related to real-time data 
produced by sensors and their filters. 

 
Figure 1. Vision of Sensor Filter Grids with filters (FS) shown 
from many fields, processing SOAP messages from sensors 
(SS), Grid(let)s and services controlled by meta-data (MD) 
and supported by other services (OS). 

The Grid is built around streams supported by a powerful 
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messaging system to achieve high interactivity and 
performance for distributed analysis. The approach is 
applicable to management and analysis of general distributed 
information resources including those found in data analysis 
as well as the documents and presentations associated with a 
scientific activity. Our approach exploits the multi-tier 
federated and hierarchical structure of most problems of the 
type sketched in Fig. 1.  

Sensor Filter Grids can support the scenario of Fig.1 and 
correspond to a particular paradigm for building grids. One 
can define a particular Sensor Filter Grid paradigm to 
correspond to a particular workflow linking services together 
and produce the associated support for this workflow.   Note 
that this figure uses a “Grid of Grids” context.  The full Grid 
is made of sub-Grids, each of which is yet another sensor. 

The Sensor Filter Grid system consists of the individual 
filter and information services, the portal as well as Grid 
systems support in areas like fault tolerance, security, 
notification and the workflow engine itself. Different 
instances of this paradigm correspond to different 
configuration parameters and to different choices of 
component application services in the workflow. The different 
instances share the overall paradigm of workflow, sensors and 
filters as well as general Grid system services.  

Sensor Filter Grids are built around three distinctive 
features – a) information services that present data through 
traditional service interfaces; b) filters that accept data with 
these interfaces, transform them and present them with the 
same interfaces; and c) streaming connections between all 
services that provide on the fly archiving, high-performance 
transport, security and fault tolerance. A very common feature 
is that the filters are composable in a distributed, federated, 
hierarchical fashion. We suggest that scientific data analysis 
has this characteristic whereas for example distributed 
simulations would typically not be composable in this fashion. 

Sensor Filter Grids are built from information services and 
filters that support identical service interfaces. The source, 
structure and processing of data in information services is 
opaque while filters transform or aggregate data from other 
filters or information services. Full filter services are built 
from basic filter services using application dependent 
dataflow. The filters in this Grid style are composed 
hierarchically: in information retrieval one can merge ranked 
lists to obtain a new ranked list while in statistical analysis, 
moments and histograms can easily be combined.  

This composability of the filters supports natural scaling 
and federation algorithms and defines the Sensor Filter Grid 
structure. Note that superimposed on the tree of filters and 
information sources, one has a Grid of system services like 
security and reliability which are shared between the different 
applications. One supports this paradigm with an interactive 
administrative interface allowing system configuration, 
information sources and filters to be defined [13].  

The system can be elegantly virtualized so that in 
specifying the information sources, one can either give very 
specific resources or Semantic Web style specifications for a 

discovery service. Of course this type of support is 
independent of the Sensor Filter Grids application area; one 
must just distinguish service specification from the location 
and number of services. Note that there is no implication that 
all filter actions are identical; one will design the messages on 
the data streams between filters so they are self describing. 
For example, in information retrieval, the filter services are 
designed to accept full documents (specified by a URI), titles, 
or simple metadata. This flexible construction allows filter 
trees to be built that don't depend on the number and exact 
features of information resources.  

III. THE ROLE OF STREAMS 
A critical feature of the architecture is the use of a powerful 

messaging infrastructure, NaradaBrokering [14][15], for 
linking between the services. This allows all services to be 
linked by managed reliable streams. NaradaBrokering can be 
deployed as a distributed set of brokers or as Axis handlers 
[19]. It supports the OASIS Web Service specifications for 
WS-ReliableMessaging [16], WS-Eventing and WS-
Notification [17][18]. These capabilities allow fault tolerance 
and asynchronous messaging with publish-subscribe 
semantics [21] that allow user-sensitive push. 

We are developing a sophisticated management 
environment that controls and monitors all streams in a Grid 
[20] and extends fault tolerance across streams, services and 
message brokers. The latter allows one to control the flow of 
data into filters so that there is no overflow. NaradaBrokering 
supports the subscription of redundant services to aid in fault 
tolerance. The Web Service messages flowing in 
NaradaBrokering can be archived at any link. This provides 
for dynamic caching to support system performance and is 
also used in message throttling. This NaradaBrokering 
archiving service resembles the replica management 
approaches developed for particle physics Grids 
[22][23][24][25][26]. The archive service is of course 
supported by a metadata catalog to manage it.  

NaradaBrokering supports software multicast, and so it is 
straightforward to build collaborative sessions. 
NaradaBrokering has been successfully used for audio-video 
conferencing and other collaborative tools in the commercial 
Anabas product [27] and the open source GlobalMMCS 
project [28][29][30].  As described below, NaradaBrokering is 
also used for managing GPS sensor data streams [31] [32]. 
We deploy simple versions of the architectures proposed here 
with sensors, filters and data mining codes linked by real-time 
streams. These time sensitive applications have spurred the 
development of several interesting technologies including a 
metadata catalog that supported (with different 
implementations but the same interface) both scalable large 
scale access and low (a few tens of millisecond) latency 
access needed for interactive use by the relatively small 
number of services involved in an individual workflow. 

We need to ensure that our architecture delivers streaming 
information as fast as possible between services while 
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retaining the advantage of Grids and Web services. This can 
be achieved as all service messages are handled by the 
“system” through NaradaBrokering which formally one 
“binds” to SOAP as the transport. There are two important 
aspects that need to be optimized – the transport protocol and 
the representation of the information in the message. For the 
protocol we exploit NaradaBrokering’s ability to support 
general protocols which can be chosen independently of the 
application with in a service model the last handler in a 
container choosing the protocol. UDP, TCP, parallel TCP, 
HTTP, and HTTPS are currently supported. NaradaBrokering 
can also link to network monitoring tools, and here we should 
study links to Caltech's MonALISA agent-based global 
monitoring and control system [35], which is widely deployed 
in the physics community. 

Now we turn to the wire-representation used in messaging. 
Not surprisingly, transport of XML and SOAP messages 
encoded in conventional ASCII/Unicode “angle-bracket” 
representation is too slow for applications that demand high 
performance [36]. Several groups are developing ways of 
representing XML in binary formats for fast message 
exchange [36][37][38]. We are developing [39] a Web Service 
negotiation language for higher performance Web Services to 
negotiate both the protocol described above as well as the 
representation scheme such as choice between Fast and Binary 
XML. Initial negotiation is done using standard SOAP angle-
bracketed messages to determine the supported representation 
and transport protocol capabilities. We will employ handlers 
to take care of the conversion and transport issues, which will 
make the negotiation and transport process transparent to the 
services. Once the services agree on the conditions of the data 
exchange, handlers convert XML data into an appropriate 
binary format and stream it over a high performance transport 
protocol using NaradaBrokering. 

IV. A GENERIC INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE 
As stressed by Birman [40], Web services provide key low 

level capability but deliberately do not define an information 
or data architecture. This is left to domain specific 
specification activities such as CellML/SBML for biology, 
and GML for Geographical Information Systems (GIS). The 
Semantic Grid combines basic meta-data and service 
discovery capabilities with data-mining and reasoning. Here 
we generalize the architecture of Geographical Information 
Systems. Open GIS service specifications are defined by the 
Open Geospatial Consortium [34]. Specifications include a 
geography language syntax (GML) and ways to store, access, 
query, manipulate (via the Web Feature Service) and display 
(via the Web Map Service and its advanced versions) 
geographical features. Sensors and sensor webs have a further 
set of XML descriptions, collectively referred to as “Sensor 
Web Enablement” [41].  SensorML [42] is the most well 
known of these.  In a service-oriented architecture, GIS 
corresponds to a domain specific XML language and a suite of 
services for the needed functions. We suggest that one can 

define a GIS-style information model in many application 
areas. This leads to concepts like Biological Information 
Systems, Military Information System, Service Infrastructure 
Information System for the overall systems, Physics Analysis 
Information Systems, an so forth. 

We generalize our experience with GIS in a fashion shown 
in Fig. 2, defining an ASIS for Application Specific 
Information System. In each application, there are some 
services like discovery and notification that do not need to be 
made application specific. However we will need a 
generalization of the Web Feature Service from GIS that can 
be applied to domain specific data and metadata models. 
Operations of this service include search/store/access 
functions. We call this generalization Application Specific 
Feature Service, and all interfaces in Fig. 2 must use ASFS for 
domain specific data.  

We also need to define the analogy of the Geography 
Markup language, which is a language expressing the domain 
specific features. We call this Application Specific Language 
(ASL). One will need a set of basic tools, termed Application 
Specific Tools and Transformations (ASTT), to manipulate 
information expressed in language and key data of application 
that correspond to coordinate transformations for GIS. For 
physics analysis, for example, conversions between event 
types would be in the Physics Analysis Tools and 
Transformations, and extension of the ASTT.  

AS Tool
(generic)

AS
“Sensor”

AS
Repository

AS Service
(user defined)

ASVS
Display

AS Tool
(generic)

Messages using ASL 

Such as Filter, Transformation, 
Reasoning, Data-mining, Analysis

Figure 2: Application Specific Information System 
architecture for application specific Sensor Filter Grids. 

We note that the ASL must support data sources such as 
sensors (in analogy to GIS metadata and data sensor 
standards) and repositories. Further, sensors need support of 
streams of data which can be common across applications. 
Queries in the application domain’s information system need 
to support archived (all relevant data in past) and streaming 
(all data in future with given properties) styles. Note that all 
application services behave like sensors, and all sensors are 
wrapped as services as shown in Fig. 1.  

We finally introduce Application Specific Visualization 
Services, generalizing the Open Geospatial Consortium’s Web 
Map Service to both visualize information and provide a way 
of navigating Application Specific Feature Services and their 
underlying databases (cf. the GetFeatureInfo operation for the 
Open Geospatial Consortium’s Web Map Service). The 
Visualization Service can itself be federated and presents an 
output interface. As in Fig. 2, all user and system services will 
input and output data in the appropriate domain-specific XML 
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language using filters to process raw data. The high 
performance web service techniques described earlier allow 
one to combine high performance with the expressivity of 
XML. 

V. GEO-INFORMATICS EXAMPLES 
We consider here briefly the application of these ideas to 

seismic archives and GPS sensor arrays.  More technical 
descriptions are given in [32][34]. 

Accurate seismic event catalogs dating back to the 1930s 
are available from the United States Geological Survey and 
the Southern California Earthquake Center.  Techniques for 
analyzing the underlying patterns in the data (“Pattern 
Informatics”) have shown great promise in predicting areas of 
future significant earthquake activity [44] without detailed 
knowledge of the underlying techniques.  Forecasts are made 
for 10 year windows. These analysis techniques and their 
associated GIS Web Feature and Web Map Services can be 
integrated into an automated system of interacting services, 
such as described in [45].  The output of the Pattern 
Informatics application may be considered another sensor 
feed.  The advantage of this automated system is that one may 
treat the components as sensors (run at regular monthly 
intervals, for example) to continuously refine and update the 
seismic forecast and associated hazard maps. 

The Southern California Integrated GPS Network (SCIGN) 
maintains over 250 continuously operating GPS stations 
throughout California.  These stations are partitioned into sub-
networks. This data is available through both online data 
archives and through real-time network access. Each of these 
is suitable for Geographical Information Servers as described 
above. For example, the GPS data archives are amenable to 
storage in a Web Feature Service.  This data is available on 
demand and may be integrated into a larger Grid application 
using Web Service workflow techniques. 

However, for our current discussion, the streaming data is 
more interesting.  SCIGN GPS instantaneous position data is 
published at the rate of 1-2 Hertz, depending on the sub-
network.  Unfortunately, because these stations are grouped 
into sub-networks of several different stations, at any given 
second (or half-second), we will get all of the stations’ 
position information on a particular sub-network, in the RYO 
binary format.   

As we describe elsewhere, our approach has been to build a 
number of filters that can in succession, 

1. Translate the RYO feed into ASCII; 
2. Divide the ASCII feed for a sub-network into 

individual station feeds; 
3. Process the individual feeds, formatting them in 

various XML languages, including RSS; and 
4. Perform higher level time serious analysis techniques 

to detect interesting events in individual stations.  
As can be seen, each of these filters is itself another sensor. 
The RSS feeds form a very simple but powerful way of 
publishing the time-stamped data coming out of the GPS 

stations, after sufficient translations.  A sample RSS-like feed 
that we use in the work with SCIGN is shown below: 
 
<message> 
 <pos> 
  <name>DSME</name> 
  <lat>33.03647257927002</lat> 
  <lon>-117.24952051832685</lon> 
 </pos> 
 <pos> 
  <name>P482</name> 
  <lat>33.24017400862219</lat> 
  <lon>-116.67139746579954</lon> 
 </pos> 
… 
</message>  

RSS header fields, such as RDF metadata, can be inserted 
into the header of this text.  This feed (again, generated after a 
series of filter operations) can be delivered to processing 
applications such as client applications built with Google 
Maps.  The simple XML of the feed is easily manipulated by 
JavaScript to produce images such as Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3 Google maps are used to display live GPS station 
feeds, after several filtering steps. 

It is worth emphasizing that filter chains do not have to be 
linear.  For example, once we have the individual GPS station 
feeds in ASCII format, this can be delivered to many different 
subscribing filters that may perform uncorrelated operations. 

The RDAHMM application [46][47] provides an example 
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of a higher level data analysis filter.  A full description of 
RDAHMM is out of scope here, but the gist of the application 
is to characterize, with no fixed parameters, the underlying 
modes in a time series.  For GPS stations, “underlying modes” 
may include earthquakes but also more mundane (“aseismic”) 
events like the draining and refilling of nearby aquifers.  
These modes changes are typically not discernable by visual 
inspection.  RDAHMM input files are typically collected from 
online data archives (such as our Web Feature Service), and 
modes may endure for several months. 

There is also the chance that earthquakes may be signaled 
by much smaller, harder to detect mode changes as precursors.  
This is an area of very preliminary research, but it requires in 
essence that RDAHMM be modified to consume real-time 
data instead of data archives.  RDAHMM in this case would 
potentially be able to detect mode changes that could not be 
seen by visual inspection.  RDAHMM has not been validated 
in this application, but we have taken the first step of enabling 
its consumption of the real-time data streams. 

VI. SENSORS FOR JOURNAL FILTERING 
We conclude with an example of a system we have started 

developing that applies the sensor filter grid approach to 
scientific journal articles.  

Consider first a motivating scenario from chemical 
informatics. In the early stages of drug development, a 
chemist may search online public chemical compound 
databases and apply data mining techniques to identify 
compounds with similar desirable properties and structures.  
These compounds may be identified by unique text signatures 
such as InChIs™ [48].  The chemist may then search the 
Internet for all available literature on the InChIs that were 
obtained in the data-mining step.  Even better, the chemist 
may want to develop a way of sorting the literature matches 
by, for example, working with his colleagues to rate and share 
the value of various journal articles.  Finally, the chemist may 
want additional information (such as the appearance of new 
citations that include the InChIs of his interest, or perhaps 
InChIs from new compounds identified in the data mining 
step) to be pushed out as an RSS feed to all the collaborators 
in his group.  

Our “Semantic Scholar” concept is intended to enable these 
sorts of interactions.  The basic components are shown in 
Figure 4. The “Gather” filter fetches documents and their 
metadata from various sources.   These can then be processed 
with text analysis programs to infer additional custom 
metadata tags.  The resulting metadata can then be searched or 
pushed to users who sign up for the text as information feeds.  
Again, each of these components is a filter and is itself an 
online feed of information. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have examined the general nature of sensor 

filter grids.  Starting from well-established realizations of 
Web Services for data access (the Geographical Information 

System services), we have identified components of a more 
abstract system.  Alternative realizations of these abstractions 
in turn may be applied to diverse domains.  For example, we 
may transfer the ideas of GIS systems to another domain such 
as chemistry.  However, as we have discussed, the same 
general approach to filtering and transforming data as it is 
transported to subscribing applications can also be applied to 
human readable documents on the Web.  With this 
identification made, we have as a next step the task of 
federating these various information sources. 

Local MD
Store

Local Harvest
Store

Gatherer

Analyzer
Indexer

Query and
Get list

Fetch MD 
and Documents

Run filter such as
OSCAR2 on

harvested MD
and documents
Store new MD

Index all
Local MD

Science.gov

PubMed

Google Scholar

etc.

Dspace

e-Prints

 
Figure 4 "Semantic Scholar" uses online scientific 
journals as time dependent sensor data soruces. 
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